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Abstract. Symbolic execution extends concrete execution by allowing
symbolic input data and then exploring all feasible execution paths. It
has been defined and used in the context of many different programming
languages and paradigms. A symbolic execution engine is at the heart of
many program analysis and transformation techniques, like partial eval-
uation, test case generation or model checking, to name a few. Despite its
relevance, traditional symbolic execution also suffers from several draw-
backs. For instance, the search space is usually huge (often infinite) even
for the simplest programs. Also, symbolic execution generally computes
an overapproximation of the concrete execution space, so that false posi-
tives may occur. In this paper, we propose the use of a variant of symbolic
execution, called concolic execution, for test case generation in Prolog.
We argue that this technique computes an underapproximation of the
concrete execution space (thus avoiding false positives) and scales up
better to medium and large Prolog applications.
1 Introduction
There is a renewed interest in symbolic execution [8, 2], a well-known technique
for program verification, testing, debugging, etc. In contrast to concrete exe-
cution, symbolic execution considers that the values of some input data are
unknown, i.e., some input parameters x, y, . . . take symbolic values X,Y, . . .
Because of this, symbolic execution is often non-deterministic: at some con-
trol statements, we need to follow more than one execution path because the
available information does not suffice to determine the validity of a control ex-
pression, e.g., symbolic execution may follow both branches of the conditional
“if (x>0) then exp1 else exp2” when the symbolic value X of variable x is not
constrained enough to imply neither x>0 nor ¬(x>0). Symbolic states include
a path condition that stores the current constraints on symbolic values, i.e., the
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conditions that must hold to reach a particular execution state. E.g., after sym-
bolically executing the above conditional, the derived states for exp1 and exp2
would add the conditions X>0 and X≤0, respectively, to their path conditions.
Traditionally, formal techniques based on symbolic execution have enforced
soundness: if a symbolic state is reached and its path condition is satisfiable,
there must be a concrete execution path that reaches the corresponding con-
crete state. In contrast, we say that symbolic execution is complete when every
reachable state in a concrete execution is “covered” by some symbolic state. For
the general case of infinite state systems, completeness usually requires some
kind of abstraction (as in infinite state model checking).
In the context of logic programming, we can find many techniques that use
some form of complete symbolic execution, like partial evaluation [11, 12, 3]. How-
ever, these overapproximations of the concrete semantics may have a number of
drawbacks in the context of testing and debugging. On the one hand, one should
define complex subsumption and abstraction operators since the symbolic search
space is usually infinite. These abstraction operators, may introduce false posi-
tives, which is often not acceptable when debugging large applications. On the
other hand, because of the complexity of these operators, the associated methods
usually do not scale to medium and large applications.
In imperative programming, an alternative approach, called concolic execu-
tion [5, 15], has become popular in the last years. Basically, concolic execution
proceeds as follows: first, a concrete execution using random input data is per-
formed. In parallel to the concrete execution, a symbolic execution is also per-
formed, but restricted to the same conditional choices of the concrete execution.
Then, by negating one of the constraints in the symbolic execution, new input
data are obtained, and the process starts again. Here, only concrete executions
are considered and, thus, no false positives are produced. This approach has given
rise to a number of powerful and scalable tools in the context of imperative and
concurrent programming, like Java Pathfinder [13] and SAGE [6].
In this paper, we present a novel scheme for testing pure Prolog (without
negation) based on a notion of concolic execution. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first approach to concolic execution in the context of a declarative
programming paradigm.
2 Preliminaries
We assume some familiarity with the standard definitions and notations for
logic programs [10]. Nevertheless, in order to make the paper as self-contained
as possible, we present in this section the main concepts which are needed to
understand our development.
In this work, we consider a first-order language with a fixed vocabulary of
predicate symbols, function symbols, and variables denoted by Π, Σ and V,
respectively. In the following, we let on denote the sequence of syntactic objects
o1, . . . , on. Also, we often use o when the number of elements in the sequence
is irrelevant. We let T (Σ,V) denote the set of terms constructed using symbols
from Σ and variables from V. An atom has the form p(tn) with p/n ∈ Π and
ti ∈ T (Σ,V) for i = 1, . . . , n. A goal is a finite sequence of atoms A1, . . . , An,
where the empty goal is denoted by true. A clause has the form H → B where
H is an atom and B is a goal. A logic program is a finite sequence of clauses. A
syntactic object s is ground if Var(s) = ∅. In this work, we only consider finite
ground terms.
Substitutions and their operations are defined as usual. In particular, the set
Dom(σ) = {x ∈ V | σ(x) 6= x} is called the domain of a substitution σ. We
let id denote the empty substitution. The application of a substitution θ to a
syntactic object s is usually denoted by juxtaposition, i.e., we write sθ rather
than θ(s). A syntactic object s1 is more general than a syntactic object s2,
denoted s1 6 s2, if there exists a substitution θ such that s2 = s1θ. A variable
renaming is a substitution that is a bijection on V. Two syntactic objects t1 and
t2 are variants (or equal up to variable renaming), denoted t1 ≈ t2, if t1 = t2ρ for
some variable renaming ρ. A substitution θ is a unifier of two syntactic objects
t1 and t2 iff t1θ = t2θ; furthermore, θ is the most general unifier of t1 and t2,
denoted by mgu(t1, t2) if, for every other unifier σ of t1 and t2, we have that
θ 6 σ.
The notion of computation rule R is used to select an atom within a goal for
its evaluation. Given a program P , a goal G ≡ A1, . . . , An, and a computation
rule R, we say that G ;P,R,σ G′′ is an SLD resolution step for G with P and R
if
– R(G) = Ai, 1 6 i 6 n, is the selected atom,
– H → B is a renamed apart clause of P (in symbols H → B << P ),
– σ = mgu(A,H), and
– G′ ≡ (A1, . . . , Ai−1,B, Ai+1, . . . , An)σ.
We often omit P ,R and/or σ in the notation of an SLD resolution step when they
are clear from the context. An SLD derivation is a (finite or infinite) sequence
of SLD resolution steps. We often use G0 ;∗θ Gn as a shorthand for G0 ;θ1
G1 ;θ2 . . . ;θn Gn with θ = θn ◦ · · · ◦ θ1 (where θ = {} if n = 0). An SLD
derivation G ;∗θ G′ is successful when G′ = true; in this case, we say that θ is
the computed answer substitution. SLD derivations are represented by a (possibly
infinite) finitely branching tree.
3 A Deterministic Semantics
In this section, we introduce a deterministic small-step semantics for pure Prolog
(without negation). Basically, as we will see in the next section, we need to
keep some information through the complete Prolog computation, and the usual
semantics based on non-determinism and backtracking is not adequate for this
purpose. Therefore, we propose the use of a stack to store alternative execution
paths that are tried when a failure is reached. The resulting small-step semantics
is clearly equivalent to the original one when a depth-first search is considered.
(unfolding)
let Hn
`n← Bn << P be all the clauses such that
mgu(A1, Hi) = σi 6= fail , i = 1, . . . , n
〈Am;S〉
u(`n)→ σ1 〈(B1, A2, . . . , Am)σ1;[(`2;σ2; (B2, A2, . . . , Am)σ2),
. . . ,
(`n;σn; (Bn, A2, . . . , Am)σn)]++S〉
(backtracking)
there is no clause H





there is no clause H
`← B << P such that mgu(A1, H) 6= fail
〈Am; [ ]〉
f→id 〈fail; [ ]〉
(m > 1)
Fig. 1. Deterministic small-step semantics
Actually, our deterministic semantics is essentially equivalent to (a subset of)
the linear semantics presented in [16].
In the following, we assume that the program clauses are labeled. In par-
ticular, given a program P , we use the notation H `← B << P to refer to a
(renamed apart) labeled clause H ← B in P . Labels must be unique. Moreover,
we only consider Prolog’s left-to-right computation rule, and assume that only
the computation of the first answer is relevant (as it is common in practical
Prolog applications).
Our semantics deals with states, which are defined as follows:
Definition 1 (state). A state is a pair 〈G;S〉, where G is a goal and S, the
stack, is a (possibly empty) list of tuples (`;σ;G′) with ` a clause label, σ a
substitution, and G′ a goal.
The small-step deterministic semantics is defined as the smallest relation that
obeys the labeled transition rules shown in Figure 1, where [H|R] denotes a list
with head H and tail R, and “++” denotes list concatenation.
Given a goal G0, the initial state has the form 〈G0; [ ]〉. The transition relation
is labeled with the substitution computed in the step and either u(`n), denoting
an unfolding step with the clauses labeled with `n, b(`), denoting a backtracking
step that tries a clause labeled with `, or f, denoting a failing derivation.
Let us briefly explain the rules of the small-step semantics:
– The unfolding rule proceeds as in standard SLD resolution, but considers
all matching clauses, so that all SLD resolution steps are performed in one
go. The first unfolding step is used to replace the goal component of the
state, while the remaining ones (if any) are added on top of the stack (thus
we mimick the usual depth-first search of Prolog). Here, the labels of the
clauses and the computed unifiers are also stored in the stack in order to
recover this information when a backtracking step is performed.
– The backtracking rule applies when no further unfolding is possible and the
goal component is not true (the empty goal). In this case, we discard the
current goal and consider the first goal in the stack, using the clause label
and the substitution to label the transition step.
– Finally, the failure rule is used to terminate a computation that reaches a
goal in which the selected atom does not match any rule and, moreover,
there are no alternatives in the stack.
A successful computation has the form 〈G0; [ ]〉
s1→σ1 〈G1;S1〉
s2→σ2 . . .
sn→σn
〈true;Sn〉, where σ1σ2 · · ·σn is the computed answer substitution. A failing com-
putation has the form 〈G0; [ ]〉
s1→σ1 〈G1;S1〉
s2→σ2 . . .
sn→σn 〈Gn;Sn〉
f→id 〈fail; [ ]〉.
Now, we introduce the following notion of execution trace, that will be used
in the next section to steer the symbolic execution.
Definition 2 (trace). Let 〈G0;S0〉
s1→σ1 〈G1;S1〉
s2→σ2 . . .
sn→σn 〈Gn;Sn〉 be a
computation. The associated trace is the list [s1, s2, . . . , sn], where each si is
either of the form u(`m), b(`) or f.
Example 1. Consider the rev acc type program to reverse a list using an accumu-
lator and also checking the type of the input parameter (from the DPPD library
[9]), extended with predicates main, length, and foo:
(1) main(L,N,R) :- (5) is_list([]).





(3) rev([],A,A). (8) length([_H|R],s(N)) :-
(4) rev([H|T],Acc,Res) :- length(R,N).
is_list(Acc),
rev(T,[H|Acc],Res). (9) foo(b).
Here, we use natural numbers as clause labels. Predicate main considers two
cases: if the input list L has length N (the length is represented using natural
numbers built from 0 and s( ) to avoid the use of built-ins), the reverse of L is
computed; otherwise, we assume that an error occurs. The computation for the
initial goal main([a, b], s(s(0)), R) is shown in Figure 2, where only the relevant
computed substitutions are shown. The trace associated to the computation is
[u(1, 2), u(8), u(8), u(7), u(4), u(5), u(4), u(6), u(5), u(3), b(2)]
4 Concolic Execution
In this section, we introduce the semantics of concolic execution. Essentially, it
deals with symbolic input data (free variables in our context), as in standard
〈main([a, b], s(s(0)), R); [ ]〉
u(1,2)→ 〈length([a, b], s(s(0))), rev([a, b], [ ], R), foo(a); [(2; {R/error}; true)]〉
u(8)→ 〈length([b], s(0)), rev([a, b], [ ], R), foo(a); [(2; {R/error}; true)]〉
u(8)→ 〈length([ ], 0), rev([a, b], [ ], R), foo(a); [(2; {R/error}; true)]〉
u(7)→ 〈rev([a, b], [ ], R), foo(a); [2; ({R/error}; true)]〉
u(4)→ 〈is list([ ]), rev([b], [a], R), foo(a); [(2; {R/error}; true)]〉
u(5)→ 〈rev([b], [a], R), foo(a); [(2; {R/error}; true)]〉
u(4)→ 〈is list([a]), rev([ ], [b, a], R), foo(a); [(2; {R/error}; true)]〉
u(6)→ 〈is list([ ]), rev([ ], [b, a], R), foo(a); [(2; {R/error}; true)]〉
u(5)→ 〈rev([ ], [b, a], R), foo(a); [(2; {R/error}; true)]〉
u(3)→ {R/[b,a]} 〈foo(a); [(2; {R/error}; true)]〉
b(2)→ {R/error} 〈true; [ ]〉
Fig. 2. Successful computation for main([a, b], s(s(0)), R).
symbolic execution, but is driven by a concrete execution. Often, a single algo-
rithm mixing both concrete and symbolic execution is introduced. In contrast,
for clarity, we prefer to keep both calculi independent: the concrete semantics
produces a trace, which is then used to steer the symbolic execution.1
The symbolic states for concolic execution are defined as follows:
Definition 3 (symbolic state). A symbolic state is a tuple 〈τ ;L;G;S;T 〉,
where
– τ is a computation trace,
– L is a list of clause labels (namely, a stack that keeps track of the current
clause environment),2
– G is a goal,
– S is a (possibly empty) list of tuples (`;L′;σ;G′), where L′ is also a list of
clause labels, and
– T is a set of clause labels (the labels of those clauses not yet completely
evaluated).
The concolic execution semantics is defined as the smallest relation that obeys
the labeled transition rules shown in Figure 3. Given a trace τ , the initial sym-
bolic state has the form 〈τ ; [ ];G0; [ ];T 〉, where G0 is a goal with the same predi-
cates as in the concrete execution, but with fresh variables as arguments, and T
1 Nevertheless, an implementation of this technique may as well combine both calculi
into a single algorithm to improve efficiency.
2 The usefulness of keeping the clause stack will become clear in the next section.
Informally speaking, it is needed to know which other clauses can be completely




`n← Bn << P with mgu(A1, Hi) = σi, i = 1, . . . , n
and let H
`← B << P be a clause with ` 6∈ {`n} and mgu(A1, H) = σ 6= fail
〈[u(`n)|τ ];L;Am;S;T 〉
c(`,σ)
; σ1 〈τ ;[`1|L];
(B1, e(`1), A2, . . . , Am)σ1;
[(`2; [`2|L];σ2; (B2, e(`2), A2, . . . , Am)σ2),
. . . ,
(`n; [`n|L];σn; (Bn, e(`n), A2, . . . , Am)σn)]++S;T 〉
(unfolding2)
let Hn
`n← Bn << P with mgu(A1, Hi) = σi, i = 1, . . . , n
and there is no clause H




(B1, e(`1), A2, . . . , Am)σ1;
[(`2; [`2|L];σ2; (B2, e(`2), A2, . . . , Am)σ2),
. . . ,
(`n; [`n|L];σn; (Bn, e(`n), A2, . . . , Am)σn)]++S;T 〉
(exit)
A1 = e(`)
〈τ ; [`|L];Am;S;T 〉
⊥
;id 〈τ ;L;A2, . . . , Am;S;T \ {`}〉
(backtracking)
A1 6= e( )
〈[b(`)|τ ];L;Am; [(`;L′;σ;G)|S];T 〉
⊥
;σ 〈τ ;L′;G;S;T 〉
(failure1)
there is H
`← B << P s.t. mgu(A1, H) = σ 6= fail
〈[f|τ ];L;Am; [ ];T 〉
c(`,σ)
; id 〈τ ;L; fail; [ ];T 〉
(failure2)
there is no H
`′← B << P s.t. mgu(A1, H) 6= fail
〈[f|τ ];L;Am; [ ];T 〉
⊥
;id 〈τ ;L; fail; [ ];T 〉
Fig. 3. Concolic execution semantics
is a set with the labels of all program clauses. The transition relation is labeled
with the substitution computed in the step, and either a term c(`, θ) (a possible
alternative for an unfolding step that concrete execution does not consider) or
the special symbol ⊥. Missing alternatives will be used to generated new input
data that explore different execution paths.
Let us briefly explain the rules of concolic execution semantics:
– The unfolding1 rule follows the trace of the concrete execution and applies
the same unfolding step. Here, a call of the form e(`) is added to the end of
the clause bodies to mark when the clauses are completely evaluated. This is
required in our context since we only consider that a clause is covered when
all body atoms are successfully executed.3 This will be a useful information
for test case generation, as we will see in the next section. Moreover, this rule
considers that there is (at least) one more rule that unifies with the selected
atom (we choose the first such clause). The label ` and the unifier σ with
this clause are also used to label the step. Moreover, we add `1 to the stack
of clause labels (the current environment).
– The unfolding2 rule proceeds similarly to the previous one but assumes that
there are no further clauses whose head unifies with the selected atom.
– The exit rule applies when the selected atom has the form e(`). In this case,
we remove ` from the top of the environment stack, and also delete ` from
the set of clause labels T (i.e., clause ` has been completely evaluated).
– The backtracking rule proceeds similarly to the concrete semantics by apply-
ing a backtracking step according to the trace.
– Finally, the failure rules also proceed similarly to the concrete semantics but
now we distinguish two cases, as in the unfolding rule. In particular, rule
failure1 assumes that there is at least one clause whose head unifies with the
selected atom, and rule failure2 considers that there is no such clause.
The rules unfolding1 and failure1 identify situations in which the symbolic state
can follow an execution path that is not possible with the concrete goal. There-
fore, they allow us to identify input data for the initial goal so that a different
execution path can be followed.
Let us now show a simple computation with the concolic execution semantics.
We postpone to the next section the algorithm for test case generation.
Example 2. Consider the following simple program:
(1) p(X) :- q(X),r(X).




where we again consider natural numbers as clause labels. The concrete execution
for the initial goal p(a) is as follows:
〈p(a); [ ]〉 u(1)→ 〈q(a), r(a); [ ]〉 u(2)→ 〈s(a), r(a); [ ]〉 u(3)→ 〈r(a); [ ]〉 f→ 〈fail; [ ]〉
Therefore, its associated trace is τ = [u(1), u(2), u(3), f]. Now, for concolic exe-
cution, we consider the trace τ and the initial goal p(X). The concolic execution
is shown in Figure 4. As can be seen, the execution of clauses 1, 4 and 5 has not
been completed. Moreover, we can observe that there was only one missing alter-
native when unfolding s(X). In the next section, we show how this information
can be used for test case generation.
3 Observe that other, more relaxed, notions of clause covering are possible; e.g., con-
sider that a clause is covered as soon as the clause is used in an unfolding step. Also,
see [1] for a more declarative notion of test coverage.
〈[u(1), u(2), u(3), f]; [ ]; p(X); [ ]; [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]〉
⊥
;id 〈[u(2), u(3), f]; [1]; q(X), r(X), e(1); [ ]; [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]〉
⊥
;id 〈[u(3), f]; [2, 1]; s(X), e(2), r(X), e(1); [ ]; [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]〉
c(4,{X/b})
; {X/a} 〈[f]; [3, 2, 1]; e(3), e(2), r(a), e(1); [ ]; [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]〉
⊥
;id 〈[f]; [2, 1]; e(2), r(a), e(1); [ ]; [1, 2, 4, 5]〉
⊥
;id 〈[f]; [1]; r(a), e(1); [ ]; [1, 4, 5]〉
⊥
;id 〈[ ]; [1]; fail; [ ]; [1, 4, 5]〉
Fig. 4. Concolic execution for [u(1), u(2), u(3), f] and p(X)
5 Test Case Generation
In this section, we present an algorithm for test case generation using concolic ex-
ecution. In contrast to previous approaches for Prolog testing, our technique con-
siders an underapproximation, i.e., only actual executions are considered (since
there is no abstraction involved). Therefore, no false positives may occur. If a
test case shows an error, this is an actual error in the considered program.
5.1 The Algorithm
In this section, we assume that the program contains a single predicate that
starts the execution, which we denote with main. This is not unusual for real
applications. Moreover, we consider moded logic programs. In particular, for
simplicity, we assume that every predicate symbol p/n in the considered program
has one associated mode,4 where in(p/n) = {i1, . . . , im} denotes the set of input
parameters.
The algorithm for test case generation proceeds as follows:
1. First, a random goal of the form main(tn) is produced, where at least the
input arguments (according to in(main/n)) must be ground.
2. Now, we use the concrete semantics to execute the goal main(tn), thus ob-
taining an associated trace τ . We assume that this execution terminates,
which is reasonable since the input arguments are ground. In practice, one
can use a timeout and report a warning when the execution takes more time.
3. Then, we use concolic execution to run an initial symbolic state of the form
〈τ ; [ ];main(Xn); [ ];T 〉
where T is a set with the labels of all program clauses. Since the concrete
execution was finite, so is the concolic execution (since it performs exactly
4 Extending our approach to multiple modes would not be difficult, but would intro-
duce another source of nondeterminism when grounding an input goal.
the same steps). Let us consider that it has the following form:
〈τ0;L0;G0;S0;T0〉
c1
;σ1 . . .
cm
;σm 〈τm;Lm;Gm;Sm;Tm〉
where τ0 = τ , L0 = [ ], G0 = main(Xn), S0 = [ ], T0 = T , and Gm is either
true or fail.
4. Now, we check the value of Tm. If Tm = { }, the algorithm terminates since
all clauses have been completely executed. Otherwise, we identify the last
state 〈τi;Li;Gi;Si;Ti〉 in the above concolic execution such that
– the previous transition ci;σi is labeled with ci = c(`, θi), and
– either ` ∈ Tm or Li contains (not necessarily in a top position) some
labels from Tm; the reason to also consider the labels from Li is that
considering an alternative clause may help to complete the execution of
all the clauses in the current clause stack.
Therefore, we have a prefix of the complete concolic execution of the form:
〈τ0;L0;G0;S0;T0〉
c1
;σ1 . . .
c(`,θi)
; σi 〈τi;Li;Gi;Si;Ti〉
and we are interested in the substitution σ1σ2 · · ·σi−1θi, since it will allow us
to explore a different execution path, possibly covering some more program
clauses.
Hence, we have a second test case: G′0 = main(Xn)σ1σ2 · · ·σi−1θiγ, where
γ is a substitution that is only aimed at grounding the input parameters
in(main/n) of main using arbitrary values (of the right type, preferably
minimal ones).
5. Finally, we consider the initial state 〈G′0, [ ]〉 and obtain a new trace using
the concrete execution semantics τ ′, so that a new initial symbolic state is
defined as follows:
〈τ ′; [ ];main(Xn); [ ];Tm〉
and the process starts again (i.e., we jump again to step 3). Observe that
the initial state includes the set of clause labels Tm obtained in the last state
of the previous concolic execution, in order to avoid producing new tests for
clauses that are already covered by some previous test case.
Let us now illustrate the complete test case generation process with an example.
5.2 Test Case Generation in Practice
In this section, we illustrate the generation of test cases using a slight modifica-
tion of the program in Example 1:
(1) main(L,N,R) :- (5) is_list([]).
length(L,N), (6) is_list([_H|T]) :-
rev(L,[],R). is_list(T).
(2) main(_L,_N,error).
〈[u(1, 2), u(8), b(2)]; [ ]; main(L, N, R); [ ]; {1, . . . , 8}〉
⊥→id 〈[u(8), b(2)]; [1];
„
length(L, N),
rev(L, [ ], R), e(1)
«
; [(2; [2]; {R/error}; e(2))]; {1, . . . , 8}〉
c(7,{L/[ ],N/0})→ {L/[X|L′],N/s(N′)} 〈[b(2)]; [8, 1];
„
length(L′, N′), e(8),
rev([X|L′], [ ], R), e(1)
«
; [(2; [2]; {R/error}; e(2))]; {1, . . . , 8}〉
⊥→{R/error} 〈[ ]; [2]; e(2); [ ]; {1, . . . , 8}〉
⊥→id 〈[ ]; [ ]; true; [ ]; {1, 3, . . . , 8}〉
Fig. 5. Concolic execution for 〈[u(1, 2), u(8), b(2)]; []; main(L, N, R); []; {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}〉
(7) length([],0).
(3) rev([],A,A). (8) length([_H|R],s(N)) :-
(4) rev([H|T],Acc,Res) :- length(R,N).
is_list(Acc),
rev(T,[H|Acc],Res).
Observe that, in this example, using a random generation of test cases would
be useless since the length of the generated list and the second argument would
hardly coincide. Also, using standard symbolic execution might be difficult too
since the search space is infinite and, moreover, due to the use of predicate rev
that includes an accumulating parameter, there are goals that are not instances
of any previous goal, thus requiring some powerful abstraction operators.
Using concolic execution, though, we can easily generate appropriate test
cases.
First iteration. We start with a random initial goal, e.g., main([a, b], s(0), R),
where the input arguments [1, 2] are assumed ground. The associated concrete
execution is the following:
〈main([a, b], s(0), R); [ ]〉
u(1,2)→ 〈length([a, b], s(0)), rev([a, b], [ ], R); [(2; {R/error}; true)]〉
u(8)→ 〈length([b], 0), rev([a, b], [ ], R); [(2; {R/error}; true)]〉
b(2)→ {R/error} 〈true; [ ]〉
and its associated trace is thus τ = [u(1, 2), u(8), b(2)].
Now, we use concolic execution and produce the computation shown in Fig-
ure 5. Therefore, by executing main([a, b], s(0), R) only clause (2) is completely
evaluated. According to the previous algorithm for test case generation, we now
consider the following prefix of the concolic execution:
〈[u(1, 2), u(8), b(2)]; [ ]; main(L, N, R); [ ]; {1, . . . , 8}〉 ⊥→id 〈. . .〉
c(7,{L/[ ],N/0})→ 〈. . .〉
and the associated substitution {L/[ ], N/0}.
〈[u(1, 2), u(7), u(3)]; [ ]; main(L, N, R); [ ]; {1, 3, . . . , 8}〉
⊥→id 〈[u(7), u(3)]; [1];
„
length(L, N),
rev(L, [ ], R), e(1)
«
; [(2; [2]; {R/error}; e(2))]; {1, 3, . . . , 8}〉
c(8,{L/[X|L′],N/s(N′)})→{L/[ ],N/0} 〈[u(3)]; [7, 1]; e(7), rev([ ], [ ], R), e(1); [(2; [2]; {R/error}; e(2))]; {1, 3, . . . , 8}〉
⊥→id 〈[u(3)]; [1]; rev([ ], [ ], R), e(1); [(2; [2]; {R/error}; e(2))]; {1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8}〉
⊥→id 〈[ ]; [3, 1]; e(3), e(1); [(2; [2]; {R/error}; e(2))]; {1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8}〉
⊥→id 〈[ ]; [1]; e(1); [(2; [2]; {R/error}; e(2))]; {1, 4, 5, 6, 8}〉
⊥→id 〈[ ]; [ ]; true; [(2; [2]; {R/error}; e(2))]; {4, 5, 6, 8}〉
Fig. 6. Concolic execution for 〈[u(1, 2), u(7), u(3)]; [ ]; main(L, N, R); [ ]; {1, 3, . . . , 8}〉
Second iteration. In this case, no further grounding of the goal is required,
and we start a new concrete execution for the goal main([ ], 0, R):
〈main([ ], 0, R); [ ]〉 u(1,2)→ 〈length([ ], 0), rev([ ], [ ], R); [(2; {R/error}; true)]〉
u(7)→ 〈rev([ ], [ ], R); [(2; {R/error}; true)]〉
u(3)→ {R/[ ]} 〈true; [(2; {R/error}; true)]〉
and obtain the following trace τ ′ = [u(1, 2), u(7), u(3)]. Now, we perform the
concolic execution shown in Figure 6. Therefore, according to the algorithm, we
consider the following prefix of the concolic execution:
〈[u(1, 2), . . .]; [ ]; main(L, N, R); [ ]; {1, 3, . . . , 8}〉 ⊥→id 〈. . .〉
c(8,{L/[X|L′],N/s(N′)})→ 〈. . .〉
with the associated substitution {L/[X|L′], N/s(N′)}.
Third iteration. Now, we consider the goal main([X|L′], s(N′), R). Since the
first two arguments must be ground, as mentioned before, we apply a minimal
grounding substitution and get, e.g., main([a], s(0), R). The concrete execution,
which is shown in Figure 7, computes the following trace:
τ ′′ = [u(1, 2), u(8), u(7), u(4), u(5), u(3)]
Then, we use concolic execution again as shown in Figure 8. Therefore, according
to the algorithm, we consider the following prefix of the concolic execution:
〈[u(1, 2), u(8), . . .]; []; main(L, N, R); []; {4, 5, 6, 8}〉 ⊥→id 〈. . .〉
c(7,θ1)→σ1 〈. . .〉
c(8,θ2)→σ2 〈. . .〉
with the associated substitution σ1θ2 = {L/[X, Y|L′′], N/s(s(N′′))}.
Fourth (and last) iteration As in the previous case, the instantiated goal,
main([X, Y|L′′], s(s(N′′), R), is not ground enough according to its input mode
〈main([a], s(0), R); [ ]〉
u(1,2)→ 〈length([a], s(0)), rev([a], [ ], R); [(2; {R/error}; true)]〉
u(8)→ 〈length([ ], 0), rev([a], [ ], R); [(2; {R/error}; true)]〉
u(7)→ 〈rev([a], [ ], R); [2; ({R/error}; true)]〉
u(4)→ 〈is list([ ]), rev([ ], [a], R); [(2; {R/error}; true)]〉
u(5)→ 〈rev([ ], [a], R); [(2; {R/error}; true)]〉
u(3)→ {R/[a]} 〈true; [(2; {R/error}; true)]〉
Fig. 7. Concrete execution for main([a], s(0)), R).
and, thus, we apply a minimal grounding substitution. In this case, we get the
initial goal main([a, b], s(s(0)), R). Here, the concrete execution is basically the
same shown in Figure 2, except for the last (backtracking) step. Therefore, the
associated trace is
τ ′′′ = [u(1, 2), u(8), u(8), u(7), u(4), u(5), u(4), u(6), u(5), u(3)]
Now, concolic execution from the initial state
〈[u(1, 2), u(8), u(8), u(7), u(4), u(5), u(4), u(6), u(5), u(3)]; []; main(L, N, R); []; {6}〉
proceeds similarly to the derivation shown in Figure 8, but now clause (6) is also
completely evaluated, which means that the algorithm terminates successfully.
To summarize, concolic testing generated four test cases:
main([a, b], s(0), R)
main([ ], 0, R)
main([a], s(0), R)
main([a, b], s(s(0)), R)
which suffice to cover the complete evaluation of all program clauses.
In general, when the test case generation algorithm terminates, concolic test-
ing is sound (i.e., there are no false positives since only concrete executions are
considered) and complete (in the sense that all clauses are completely evaluated
when using the computed test cases, i.e., we get a 100% coverage). When the
process is stopped (e.g., because it does not terminate or takes too much time),
our test case generation is only sound. Note that this contrasts with other ap-
proaches to test case generation in Prolog (and CLP), e.g., [7, 14], where full
coverage is not considered.
Formally proving these results is not difficult. The challenge, however, is ex-
perimentally verifying the effectiveness and scalability of our approach with real
Prolog programs. For this purpose, though, we first need to extend concolic exe-
cution to deal with negation, built-in’s, extra-logical features, etc. This extension
〈[u(1, 2), u(8), . . .]; [ ]; main(L, N, R); [ ]; {4, 5, 6, 8}〉
⊥→id 〈[u(8), u(7), . . .]; [1];
 
length(L, N),
rev(L, [ ], R), e(1)
!
; [(2; [2]; {R/error}; e(2))]; {4, 5, 6, 8}〉
c(7,θ1)→σ1 〈[u(7), u(4), . . .]; [8, 1];
 
length(L′, N′), e(8),
rev([X|L′], [ ], R), e(1)
!
; [(2; [2]; {R/error}; e(2))]; {4, 5, 6, 8}〉
c(8,θ2)→σ2 〈[u(4), u(5), u(3)]; [7, 8, 1];
 
e(7), e(8),
rev([X|L′], [ ], R), e(1)
!
; [(2; [2]; {R/error}; e(2))]; {4, 5, 6, 8}〉
⊥→id 〈[u(4), u(5), u(3)]; [8, 1]; e(8), rev([X|L′], [ ], R), e(1); [(2; [2]; {R/error}; e(2))]; {4, 5, 6, 8}〉
⊥→id 〈[u(4), u(5), u(3)]; [1]; rev([X|L′], [ ], R), e(1); [(2; [2]; {R/error}; e(2))]; {4, 5, 6}〉
⊥→id 〈[u(5), u(3)]; [4, 1];
 
is list([ ]), rev(L′, [X], R),
e(4), e(1)
!
; [(2; [2]; {R/error}; e(2))]; {4, 5, 6}〉
⊥→id 〈[u(3)]; [5, 4, 1]; e(5), rev(L′, [X], R), e(4), e(1); [(2; [2]; {R/error}; e(2))]; {4, 5, 6}〉
⊥→id 〈[u(3)]; [4, 1]; rev(L′, [X], R), e(4), e(1); [(2; [2]; {R/error}; e(2))]; {4, 6}〉
⊥→id 〈[ ]; [3, 4, 1]; e(3), e(4), e(1); [(2; [2]; {R/error}; e(2))]; {4, 6}〉
⊥→id 〈[ ]; [4, 1]; e(4), e(1); [(2; [2]; {R/error}; e(2))]; {4, 6}〉
⊥→id 〈[ ]; [1]; e(1); [(2; [2]; {R/error}; e(2))]; {6}〉
⊥→id 〈[ ]; [ ]; true; [(2; [2]; {R/error}; e(2))]; {6}〉
Fig. 8. Concolic execution for 〈[u(1, 2), u(8), . . .]; [ ]; main(L, N, R); [ ]; {4, 5, 6, 8}〉
is the subject of ongoing work. For this purpose, we will consider the linear op-
erational semantics of [16], and its symbolic version [4], as a promising starting
point.
6 Concluding Remarks and Future Work
We have introduced a novel approach to Prolog testing and debugging. The
so called concolic execution that mixes concrete and symbolic execution has
been shown quite successful in other programming paradigms, especially when
dealing with large applications. Therefore, it might have a great potential for
Prolog testing, too.
In this paper, we have considered a limited scenario: pure Prolog with-
out negation. Nevertheless, the main distinctive features of the Prolog pro-
gramming language—i.e., unification, non-determinism and backtracking—are
present here, so it was not trivial at all to adapt standard concolic execution
[5, 15] to Prolog. Now, we plan to extend this approach to deal with full Pro-
log. Dealing with arithmetic built-ins, for instance, can be done by producing a
path constraint, analogously to symbolic execution in imperative languages. An
implementation has been undertaken with promising results.
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